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One of the main methods [1] of industrial gas 
separation into components with high purity is low 
temperature method, based on the using of boiling 
temperatures differences in the liquid state of different 
substances, which is caused by the nature of intermolecular 
interactions [2,3]. Other (non-cryogenic) methods are also 
often used, for example membrane one, where there are 
conditions for small size molecules moving through a small 
hole or cavity  ber, adsorption method (carbon nanotubes 
are especially promising today [4]), and space division 
method with a space separation of mixture on electrodes 
[5]. Last one is used in water electrolysis (Figure 1) when 
oxygen is evolving at the anode and hydrogen � at the 
cathode.

This method is more effective using the electrode 
plates placed in opposite one to another, between which 
transparent membranes for ions are  xed. Gases evolving 
at the electrodes go up under Archimedes force to 
different capacities ( gure 1). However, the existing of the 
membranes and separated capacities for gases withdrawal 

to different capacities make process of separation more 
dif cult and slower. Therefore, for big capacities, at  rst 
the gas mixtures are obtained, and then the separation is 
caring out, for example, using low temperatures [6].

The aim of this study was to examine the possibility 
of cryogenic separation of gas mixture into components 
in low-powered unit using deep cooling process without 
gas-expansion machines in conditions of limited element 
base. Low temperatures are easy to get using Peltier 
semiconductor elements when it is enough low power for 
heat  ow withdrawal [7].These are machineless devices 
in the form of the plate, one side of which is heating by 
current and requires heat withdrawal, and another one is 
cooling. In this case the temperature differences between 
the surfaces can reach more than 50 K. Peltier elements 
cascade connection is applied too [8]. During a parallel 
connection increases the cooler capacity while in sequential 
case it will be for the temperature difference. These plates 
using experience proves that in the two-stage sequential 
connection they can create low temperatures with the 
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difference of over 100 K and operate in a stable mode.
However, Peltier elements are the most effective under 

the normal conditions and with a few sequential cascades 
[8], but lower temperatures obtaining for the accumulation 
of elements in cascade leads to bigger thermal losses and 
total thermal resistance of the bridge. There is reduction 
of unit ef ciency at low temperatures. In low-powered 
scheme, shown in  gure 2, Joule-Thomson effect of gas 
throttling through a porous baf er from 1.5 MPa pressure 
to atmospheric pressure was applied to further mixture 
temperature reducing [2]. Because of Peltier elements, 
the temperature of hydrogen that needed to be cooled was 
becoming less than inversion temperature. For oxygen it 

reaches 893 K, and for hydrogen is 204.6 K.
Thus, Peltier elements using two-stage sequential 

diagram make possible in both cases to get mixture 
temperature reducing at  rst stage of cooling. It should 
be mention that oxygen lique es at 90.2 K and solidi es 
at 54.4 K. Hydrogen lique es at 20.4 K and solidi es at 
13.8 K. Therefore, to separate oxygen from nitrogen 
or hydrogen for Peltier elements with throttling on the 
second stage is not a technical problem (nitrogen lique es 
at temperature of 77.4 C and solidi es at  63.15 K). This 
process is more complicated for hydrogen. Especially 
dif cult is to liquefy helium as the temperature 
must be 4.2 K. Helium solidi es only when 
at 2 K temperature is creating additional 
3.76 MPa pressure for the main isotope 4  and 
for 3  at 1.0 K and 87 MPa [10].

In the diagram ( gure 2) was shown the additional 
temperature reduction and throttling of mixture conducted 
after using semiconductor elements. The mixture was 
separated by the pressure expansion from 1.5 MPa to 
normal one. It was in Dewar vessel. The general scheme 
of unit was shown in  gure 2. Compressed gas mixture for 
cooling was moving sequentially through two radiators. 
Then gases reach cold side of Peltier bridge, hot side of 
which was cooling by running water or gas. Following 
temperature reducing of gas mixture was in the heat-
transfer apparatus, where counter cold  ow of gases from 
Dewar vessels that have been not lique ed during throttling 
in a cryostat returned to the balloon. 

Starting of liquid oxygen selection from the air or 
detonating mixture could be observed in Dewar translucent 
glass vessel. Cessation of oxygen accumulation in the 
vessel indicates its selection completion. Then, in the 

Fig.1. Diagram of non-cryogenic manner of gases 
separation during water electrolysis without low 
temperature using in consideration of product 
stoichiometry (double volume of 

2 f
or one volume of 

2
).

Fig.2. The scheme of low temperature separation of gases from gas mixture: 1 - radiator with air cooling and drier; 2 - 
radiator with dry or ordinary ice cooling and decarboni er (water solution of NaOH). It was used Peltier TES1-12706 
elements with power 53 V (size 40x40 mm2). In Dewar translucent glass vessel we can obtain gases mixture separation 
due to one of the components liquefaction.
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 rst case, nitrogen is extricating with argon in the balloon 
(argon concentration increases in dozens of times from 
1%). If the mixture is detonating it will be undiluted 
hydrogen. However, some little residual concentration of 
oxygen remains in the balloon. Table 1 shows the ratio of 
gas components of air that successively transfer into the 
liquid during throttling.

Hydrogen in the separation 
process of detonating mixture begins to 
liquefy [10] if it has been cooled before throttling by liquid 
nitrogen or oxygen and if thermal insulation was provided. 
Getting of liquid hydrogen provides an opportunity to 
study and to use new application of superconductivity of 
magnesium diboride MgB

2
 (2001, transition into a state 

of superconductivity occurs at 39 K [11]).We can get 
liquid helium from liquid hydrogen by throttling without 
which fundamental low-temperature researches are almost 
impossible today. Liquid hydrogen is very important today 
as the most powerful and the most ecological fuel, which is 
used for solving current problems of energy, environment 
and materials science [12, 13] and for creation of rocket 
fuels for near space [14].

As a result of done work with using Peltier 
semiconductor elements and method of throttling (Joule-

Thomson effect) was created a low-powered unit for the air 
and hydrogen liquefaction, which allowed to conduct low 
temperature researches and to teach undergraduates and 
graduate students.
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Table 1. 
The mean air composition in normal environment 

conditions.

Components 
of the air

Concentration  
by capacity %

Concentration 
by weight %

List 
number

Nitrogen 78,2 75,5 [9]

Oxygen 20,9 23,2 [9]

Inert gases 0,9 1,3 [9]
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